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Synopsis

In Muse, female pleasure and body appreciation are placed on a pedestal. A drawing class 
becomes a safe space where three women from different backgrounds and with different bodies 

can come together and admire the female form. Mia, the shy student, is so attracted to the 
beautiful nude model that a magical scene of lust and appreciation begins to emerge. 

The sexual interplay also attracts the class teacher, allowing the other artists to explore 
a whole new subject. 

Facts & Figures:

• Location: QVEST Hotel Köln
• 2 shooting days 
• 9 nationalities

• Crew & cast: 31 people
• 17 of 27 crew and cast members identify as female

• All drawing class participants from the film are artists in real life 

Cast & Crew
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https://www.instagram.com/sylvia_borges_/
https://www.instagram.com/bunny_bbw/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/romixalizee/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/franziskabenz/
https://www.instagram.com/tatjanajunker/
https://www.instagram.com/paula.stein.illustration/
https://www.instagram.com/ela_illustration/
https://www.instagram.com/filweiss
https://www.instagram.com/glibberich/
https://www.instagram.com/nathanaardvark/
https://www.romyalizee.fr/
https://www.paula-stein.com/shop/
https://www.etsy.com/de/shop/ELAillustration
https://filweiss.com
https://www.thelondonbbw.com/
https://sylviaborges.com/
http://www.tatjanajunker.com
https://www.instagram.com/trader_joes_untucked/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/trader_joe_owns_my_pu5sy/


Producer Lou Oz

Director of Photography Claire Jahn

Second Camera Max Hüttermann

Gaffer Marc Weiden

Sound Moritz Minhöfer

Editing Marian Knittler

Photographer Henny de la Motte

Art Director Charlotte Kuhrt

Set Design Elena Schiff

Costume Design Jonas Stickann

Hair & Make-Up Alex Bonito

Intimacy Coordinator Lou Oz

Sound Design Sylvia Borges

Sound Mixing Tom Vermaaten

Recording Supervisor Shruti Naik

Set Design Assistance Kathrin Schilb

Camera Assistance Kathrin Thiele

Best Boy Patrick Zimmermann

Lift Worker Oliver Knipp

Music Ameli Paul & Paul Valentin
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https://www.clairejahn.de/
https://www.maxhuettermann.de/
https://www.moritzminhoefer.de/
https://www.instagram.com/hennydelamotte/
https://www.instagram.com/stickann_/
https://www.instagram.com/amelipaulmusic/
https://www.instagram.com/charlottekuhrt/
https://hennydelamotte.com/
https://www.stickann.de/


Statements

“Porn shows sex, but the messages go far beyond sex. In this film we are not only showing the  
physical desire between women, but also about the admiration for the diversity of female bodies and 
the love for art. I thought it was wonderful to see how the artists took the energy of the three per-
formers and turned the sex act into an artistic act. It is through the artistic view that it becomes clear 

that it is about the most natural and beautiful thing in the world.”

Sylvia Borges, Writer, Producer and Director

“I talk about discrimination and my life with a fat body every day. That‘s why it is so important to me 
to provide more visibility for fat bodies. Especially the topic of desire and sexuality is still too taboo, 
so I‘m very happy to be able to creatively supervise this film. Muse is meant to inspire and liberate, 

because we all deserve to celebrate our lust.“

Charlotte Kuhrt, Art Director

“For us, Muse as the first CHEEX Original is a milestone and the result of everything that we have been 
allowed to learn so far on the one hand and on the other only the beginning of an exciting journey. 
For me, the film isemblematic of a new genre that combines classic film, pornography, art and per-
formance. It is part of the vision of a safe, digital place where all people of all sexual orientations and 

identity can find erotic and enlightening content.“
     

Denise Kratzenberg, Co-Founder CHEEX

“The three performers had a wonderful energy together. They clearly articulated what they would like, 
where their boundaries are, what they need, and managed to keep their characters going throughout 
the sex scene. For us, it is important that the shoot not only leads to a particularly beautiful outcome, 

but also a particularly beautiful experience.“

Lou Oz, Producer and Intimacy Coordinator
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Statements

“As a nude model and draftswoman, as a set designer and as a film lover, I feel connected to this film 
in a very special way. It celebrates diversity and queer physicality. Through my set design, I wanted to 
take advantage of the symmetry and clarity of the space. The set design blends gently to the action, 
supporting it and providing a warm setting. It was important to us that our model stands in the room 

like a queen, confident and beautiful.“

Elena Schiff, Illustrator and Production Designer

“I do think growing up fat and feeling that society at large and individuals displeased with you just 
because you’re existing in your body really forces you to search for ways to boost your self-esteem. 
Right now there‘s a lot of representation, but there isn’t a lot of representation that frames fat bodies 

as beautiful without being completely fetishized.“ 

Bunny BBW, Performer

“I love working across all genres because every genre, whether it‘s crime, comedy or even porn has its 
own unique visual challenges. It is always important to me to have a fair working atmosphere at eye 
level, and that‘s why it was especially nice to work on Muse. It was also a great challenge to plan the 
shots so that the performers could move as freely as possible. Here, the mixture of previously planned 

scenic sequences and very improvised documentary parts were a nice change.“
 

Claire Jahn, Director of Photography
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https://twitter.com/getcheex
https://www.tiktok.com/@getcheex?lang=en
https://www.instagram.com/getcheex/

